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About This Content

Take revenge for the kidnapping of your friend made by the drug mafia.

Tasks in Mexico - The Beginning is a new set of tactical puzzles for the 'Tactics' game mode.
Each one of those 12 new missions is a challenge for your intellect and ingenuity!!!
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Title: Antisquad: Tasks in Mexico - The Beginning. Tactics FREE DLC
Genre: Action, Adventure, Strategy
Developer:
InsGames
Publisher:
INSGAMES LIMITED
Release Date: 22 Dec, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct3D9 compatable

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: SB16 compatible

English,Russian
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░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░. What Am I doing with my life/10.. Not at all scary shovelware.. Multiplayer
FPS.
Nothing works, nobody playing, this game at the moment has nothing to offer to anyone. Stay away from this one.

Pros:
- Absolutely nothing

Cons:
- Bugs, bugs and few more bugs.
- Nobody playing it and I can see why.. A fun, addictive web browser type game for people who like sense of constant
progression towards a irelevant goal, boot the game, select an action, close the game, return later on, you've progressed and\/or
get something out of said action,rinse and repeat, it rewards you for tedious things but that's not always something bad, it's
something i quite enjoy in these games.. It's spelled "turbo", guys. Like the previous titles this improves on the graphics and
overall game mechanics a oldie but a goodie a must buy
for anyone 90's era gamer who enjoys the genre.. I am sorry mother.
. the same typical dlc crap. BUY to play the game from x to x. you can lick my jimmies with that. Just put a price on the games
and stop the dlc trend.
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If you like mind♥♥♥♥s then this "game" may be for you. Solid game.

Pros:
+ The Graphics
+ The Music
+ The Gameplay is solid (If you get to know the controlls, which are simple, but still a lot more complicated, compared to W:A)
+ A lot of improvements were made since W3D

Cons:
- A smaller fanbase

. Even though this is called "Part 2," it really has nothing to do with the first one at all. This was somewhat confusing since part
1 left you on a cliffhanger.

This game is not nearly as good as part 1. It is even shorter, having only 3 chapters, but this time they are much longer, but also
very, very repetitive. All you seem to do is beat on a bunch of guys, then the reinforcements that come after you beat them, then
open an annoying door that requires both characters and takes too long to open.
Then you do it over again...and over...and over...This is tolerable for the first two chapters, but the third chapter just seems to
drag on for an unnecessarily long time. Part 1 seemed to do a much better job at fleshing everything out.
The story is not at all interesting, if you can call it a story at all. But what would you expect from a 2 hour game I guess?
I would say to anyone looking to buy this, stick with Part 1; this isn't even worth the money.. Surprisingly fun to play.
Came with the Hidden Gems Bundle
on BundleStars.. Ok i wont say this game is really rubbish or okay but i will suggest this game belongs to tablets and phones.
It is really difficult to point out why but i would suggest the dev team revise and look at games like Hounds and max payne etc.
2\/5 for the whole concept.
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